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QUESTION 1
Which three components can be changed after the creation of the Planning application?
A. Number of years
B. Names of plan types
C. Number of plan types
D. Initialization of WFP or CapEx Planning modules
E. Weekly distribution spread
F. Year Dimension Name
G. Default Currency
Correct Answer: ADF
Note: WFP ?Workforce planning. Oracle Hyperion Capital Expense Planning (CAPEX) software is a specialized
planning module that automates the planning of capital assets and capital asset related expenses, such as depreciation,
maintenance and insurance.

QUESTION 2
A planning unit is the basic unit______.
A. for preparing, reviewing, and approving data.
B. for calculating and storing currency plan data.
C. for assigning security to plan data.
D. for reporting and analyzing plan data.
E. made up of Scenario, Entity, and Account.
Correct Answer: A
Scenarios and versions are the basis of the planning review cycle. Entities submit planning data for a particular scenario
and version. The combination of scenario, version, and entity is called a planning unit and is the basic unit for preparing,
reviewing, and approving plan data.
Reference: Hyperion System 9 Planning, Planning Units

QUESTION 3
Identify the three true statements about attribute dimensions.
A. Planning supports hierarchies and aliases for attribute dimensions.
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B. Planning supports all attribute types (for example. Boolean, Date, Text).
C. Planning supports varying attributes (where an attribute can vary over one or more other dimensions).
D. Attribute dimensions can be assigned to dense dimensions.
E. Attribute dimensions may only be assigned to one base dimension.
Correct Answer: ABE
A:
To create and change attributes, attribute values, and aliases:
1 Select Administration, then Dimensions.
2 Select a sparse dimension for which to define an attribute, attribute value, or alias.
Only sparse dimensions can contain attributes.
3 Select the top level in the dimension hierarchy, and click Edit.
4 In the Dimension Properties dialog box, click Custom Attributes.
5 Select options.
5.1 To create attributes, click Create. Type an attribute name, and select a data type: Text, Date, Boolean, or Numeric.
5.2 To modify attributes, click Modify, and update the attribute name.
5.3 To set aliases for attributes, select an attribute and an attribute value, click Alias. Select an
alias table, type an alias name, and click Close.
6 Click Close.
When you click Close, the hierarchy is validated and an error displays if issues are detected.
7 Update and validate business rules and reports.
B: Attributes can have data types of text, date, Boolean, and numeric.
E: An attribute dimension is a special type of dimension that is associated with a standard dimension. A standard
dimension is any dimension that is not an attribute dimension. When an
attribute dimension is associated with a standard dimension, the standard dimension is the base dimension for that
attribute dimension. I

QUESTION 4
Based on the following design: Plan type 1: Summary Plan type with all Accounts by Entity Plan type 2: Sales Plan type
with Sales by Product by Entity Plan type 3: Salary Plan type with Salary Expense by Employee by Entity You need to
get Sales data to the Summary plan type. Identify the two true statements about
sharing revenue data between the sales plan type and the summary plan type.
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A. Planning will build in @XREF calculations in a calc script by default to share data between plan types.
B. A replicated partition could be created to replicate data from the sales plan type to the summary plan type and this
would be done if we wanted to store the sales data in the summary plan type.
C. A transparent partition and @XREF calculations could have performance issues for retrievals because data is not
stored; it is dynamically calculated.
D. A calc export script on the source database with the DATAEXPORT command could be used to export data out of
the revenue plan type and calc import script on the target database with the DATAIMPORT command could be used to
import the data file to the summary plan type.
E. To disable the building of @XREF, update the HSPProperties file for the application before you click Create during
the application creation process.
Correct Answer: BC
B: Replicated Partition:
A portion of a database, defined through Partition Manager, used to propagate an update to data mastered at one site to
a copy of data stored at another site. Users can access the data as though it were part of their local database.
C:
Transparent partition:
A form of shared partition that provides the ability to access and manipulate remote data transparently as though it is
part of your local database. The remote data is retrieved from the data source each time you request it. Any updates
made
to the data are written back to the data source and become immediately accessible to both local data target users and
transparent data source users
Note: @XREF
Enables a database calculation to incorporate values from another Essbase database.
The following terminology is used to describe the @XREF function:
Data target: the database on which the current calculation is running (that is, the database on which the @XREF call
originates).
Data source: the database that is queried by the @XREF function. This database may be remote (that is, on a different
machine than the data target).
Point of view: the member combination currently being calculated on the data target (that is, the member combination
that identifies the left hand side of a calculation).
The @XREF function retrieves values from a data source to be used in a calculation on a data target. @XREF does not
impose member and dimension mapping restrictions, which means that the data source and data target outlines can be
different.
Note #2:
Hyperion planning\\'s Plan Types treated as individual databases in underlying Essbase database comes with inherent
facility to share data and dimension members across plan types in Hyperion Planning or equivalent databases in
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underlying
Essbase. This reduces the need for additional development/maintenance effort when compared to Planning systems
based on Standalone Essbase. The Hyperion Planning user would seldom realize that the dimension members belong
to
multiple databases. While this might be an area of concern while using Standalone Essbase to build planning system.

QUESTION 5
Assuming the following dimensions and members:
Scenario - Actual, Budget and Year - 2010, 2011, you need to create a data form with two columns. One column should
list Actual for 2010 and the second column should list Budget 2011. You do not want to show data for Actual 2011 even
though the first three months of the year have been loaded from the GL.
What is the best way to only show the 2 columns in the data form?
A. You cannot build a data form with these two columns, hour columns will display: Actual >2010, Actual >2011,
Budget->2010 and Budget >2011
B. Use Segments on the data form to create the asymmetric columns.
C. Use User Variables on the data form to create the asymmetric columns.
D. Use a composite data form to meet this requirement.
E. Use data suppression on the data form.
Correct Answer: B
Asymmetric rows and columns are ones in which different sets of members are selected across the same dimension.

QUESTION 6
Name the valid ways to create blocks in an underlying Essbase database. Select all that apply
A. Copy data
B. Load data
C. Create block on Equation D. Aggregate data
Correct Answer: ABC
Ways to create data blocks:
1.
Data Load, (B)
2.
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DataCopy Command, (A)
3.
Sparse Dimension Consolidation,
4.
Member Formulas:
4a. Assiging a constant value to a sparse member,
4b. Turning Create Block on Equation setting on and assiging a non constant value (C)
4c. Create non missing blocks
B: The moment we load data to essbase, It creates block for those combinations automatically.
C: Controls, within a calculation script, whether or not new blocks are created when a calculation formula assigns
anything other than a constant to a member of a sparse dimension. SET
CREATEBLOCKONEQ overrides the Create Block on Equation setting for the database.
If calculations result in a value for a sparse dimension member for which no block exists, Analytic Services creates a
new block. Sometimes, the new blocks are not desired; for example, when they contain no other values. In large
databases,
creation and processing of unneeded blocks can increase processing time as well as the storage requirement for a
database.
For the situation when new blocks would be created as a result of assigning something other than a constant to a
member of a sparse dimension, Analytic Services provides the Create Blocks on Equation setting. For example, when
the
Create Blocks on Equation setting is ON and West is assigned a value where it did not have a value before, new blocks
are created. When this setting is OFF, new blocks are not created.
Incorrect answer:
Copy Data--Use to copy data from one part of your database to another. You select the source data to copy and specify
the target or destination value.
D: Aggregate data. There is no such specific command or utility. It is just a general concept in the Hyperion context.

QUESTION 7
When opening a data form, the user experiences slow performance.
What three steps could you do to improve the time it takes to open the data form?
A. Reduce the number of rows and columns displayed in the data form.
B. Upgrade the client machine\\'s operating system processing speed and RAM.
C. In the data form definition, remove the option to display alias.
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D. Reduce the number of page dimensions used on the Web form
E. Tune the index and data caches in Essbase.
Correct Answer: ABE
A: Reducing the amount of rows and columns that need to be accessed would increase performance.
B: The client machine could also be a bottleneck.
E: Indexing and caching would help when loading data into a form.

QUESTION 8
Identity the true statement about Custom Menus.
A. Custom menus can provide links to data forms, Business Rules, URLs, and Planning preferences.
B. Custom menus require Java scripting knowledge to create.
C. You can assign security to custom menus so that only specific users or groups can see the custom menu.
D. Custom menus are assigned to data forms only.
E. Custom menus are limited to a single list of tasks; you cannot group them into sub categories.
Correct Answer: A
Custom menus can be used to launch the following:
Business Rules
Context sensitive data forms
URL
Context sensitive Process Management

QUESTION 9
Identify the three true statements about weekly distribution.
A. For Weekly Distribution options 445, 454, 544, the quarterly values are treated as if they are divided into 13 weeks
and the weeks are distributed via a pattern you specify.
B. The only valid weekly distribution options are 445, 454, and 544.
C. If you select the 4-5-4 Weekly distribution option, Planning treats the first month in the quarter as if it has 4 weeks,
the second month as If it has 5 weeks, and the third month as if it has 4 weeks.
D. If you choose weekly distribution for Custom-based time periods. Planning will not distribute the data values across
base periods.
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E. Weekly distribution determines how data entered into summary periods should spread to its base periods.
Correct Answer: ACE
A: If you select a weekly distribution pattern other than Even, Planning treats quarterly values as if they were divided
into 13 weeks and distributes weeks according to the selected pattern.
E:
Weekly distribution sets the monthly distribution pattern, based on the number of fiscal weeks in a month. This
determines how data in summary time periods spreads within the base time period. When users enter data into
summary time
periods, such as quarters, the value is distributed over base time periods in the summary time period.

QUESTION 10
The Hyperion Planning administrator needs to run several calculations in a specific order against two different
databases within the application. Identify the two options that are not valid.
A. Esscmd
B. Calc Script
C. Business Rule Sequence
D. MaxL
E. Business Rule Macro
Correct Answer: AD
ESSCMD is the original command line interface for administration commands.
MaxL, a "multi-dimensional database access language" which provides both a superset of ESSCMD commands, but
with a syntax more akin to SQL, as well as support for MDX queries.

QUESTION 11
You need to create a highly formatted, printable Income statement for each store in your company.
Each report should be emailed to the store manager at the close of each week (each store has a different store
manager). What is the best way to deliver this solution?
A. With Financial Reporting, create a book for each store that contains a PandL for each store and use the book to
distribute the reports to store managers via email.
B. With Financial Reporting, create a store PandL and use batch bursting to distribute the report to store managers via
email.
C. With Web Analysis, create an income statement that store managers can log in and access.
D. Within Smart View Report Designer, use the Cascade feature to generate and distribute each store income
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statement via email.
E. Create a Planning PandL Data form and use email notification to send to store managers.
Correct Answer: D
In addition to other capabilities, the Report Designer provides cascaded output of reports in Excel. This will enable end
users to create a report in Excel and cascade it to separate sheets based on members of a dimension not included as
part of the report.

QUESTION 12
Planning administrators can access which four administration tools via the EPM Workspace?
A. Planning
B. EPMA
C. ODI
D. LCM
E. Calculation Manager
F. EAS
G. FR Studio
Correct Answer: ABDE
A: Planning is available within Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Workspace
B: Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Architect (EPMA) is accessible from the EPM Workspace.
D: The Shared Services Web application and the LCM utility communicate over TCP/IP to the EPM Workspace Core
Service.
Note: One of the smartest tools Oracle/Hyperion ever integrated into its product suite was the migration utility. Overtime
this has evolved to the LifeCycle Managment utility or LCM for short. Actually Oracle/Hyperion has taken it even one
step
further by calling its fully integrated migration tool the BI+ Artifact LifeCycle Management utility even though they have
retained the same acronym, LCM.
E: Calculation Manager was introduced in EPM workspace common Foundation Services in release 11.
Single interface for both Hyperion
Planning and Financial Management
Graphical flow provides better understanding of calculation process
Re-usable rules to share among applications
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QUESTION 13
The budget office analyst needs to enter and plan data, use the Planning spreading feature that allow users to spread
budget data based on last year\\'s actuals, and modify data forms. What two roles should be provisioned for this user?
A. Grid Spread
B. Planner
C. Interactive User
D. Mass Allocate
E. Offline User
Correct Answer: BC
Planner:
The majority of Hyperion Planning users are planners who are responsible for department or project budgets. They
conveniently work over the Web or the Spreadsheet Add-in to:
Enter, submit, and view data
Use pre-defined policies, procedures, routines, reports, and worksheets to enter, analyze, and report on application
data
Interactive User:
Examples of an interactive user include a department head, sales director, or unit manager who submits budget
information and data for approval. Interactive users can enter and view data. They can also create, maintain, and
initiate:
Data entry forms on the Web
Spreadsheet Add-in worksheets
Reports using Hyperion Reports
Integrations using Hyperion Application Link
Business rules using Hyperion Business Rules

QUESTION 14
What are the correct predefined types of base time periods that can be established when creating the calendar in a
planning application?
A. Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Custom
B. Monthly, Quarterly, Custom
C. Monthly, Quarterly, Weekly
D. Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly, Custom
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E. Only Custom periods are possible.
Correct Answer: B
To set up the calendar:
1.In the Classic Application Wizard, click Calendar.
2 Select a Base Period option to set how calendars roll up:
*12 Months: Four quarters per year; months roll up into parent quarters and quarters into years.
*Quarters: Quarters roll up into years.
* Custom: A custom time period, such as weeks or days. Etc.
Note: The calendar establishes the application\\'s base time periods, starting fiscal year and month, and total number of
years. Select the base time period and monthly distribution pattern based on the number of fiscal weeks in a month. The
base time period options are the bottom-level time periods in the application. You can create a custom base time period,
such as weeks or days. Use monthly distribution patterns to determine how data entered into a summary time period is
distributed or spread among the base time period you select. During data entry, users can enter data into summary time
periods, such as years or quarters. Planning distributes these values over the base time periods that constitute the
summary time period.
Reference: Oracle Hyperion Planning, Fusion Edition, Setting up the Calendar

QUESTION 15
You are designing the storage properties for your Planning application.
What two design principles should you follow related to the dynamic calc storage property?
A. Dynamically calculated members should roll up to stored members.
B. You cannot calculate and store dynamic calculated members in calc scripts and business rules.
C. Consider dynamic calc members on sparse parents with 100 t children.
D. Tagging upper-level members of sparse dimensions can reduce block size.
E. If you use a large number of dynamic calcs, you should consider increasing the Dynamic Calculator Cache.
F. Consider Dynamic Calc and Store over Dynamic Calc.
Correct Answer: BE
B:
"If you specify a Dynamic Calc or Dynamic Calc and Store member explicitly in a calculation script, the calculation script
fails. You cannot do a calculation script calculation of a Dynamic Calc or Dynamic Calc and Store member. To use a
calculation script to calculate a member explicitly, do not tag the member as Dynamic Calc.
E: The dynamic calculator cache is a buffer in memory that Essbase uses to store all of the blocks needed for a
calculation of a Dynamic Calc member in a dense dimension (for example, for a query).
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Incorrect answer:
F: Storing the information is no advantage in this scenario.
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